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Why mitigate disputes?

› Unnecessary disputes are bad for business

› Construction projects are generally quite prone to 
disputes
– Usual triggers are unexpected cost and time 

resulting from e.g. quality (defects / performance), 
scope (variations), delays and other unexpected 
circumstances arising during execution

– Disputes often evolve from (1) extensive amount of 
smaller claims accumulating and/or (2) significant 
individual issues arising during execution

› By combination, worth the extra effort being put in 
mitigation measures in different stages of the project
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How to mitigate the risk of disputes?
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1.
Before construction: 

accommodate the 
requirements of the project

for the contract

2.
During construction: 

accommodate the 
requirements of the 

contract for the project

3.
After construction: 

accommodate the 
requirements for amicable 

claims management



Project setup
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WHAT? Accommodating requirements 
imposed on the contract by the project:
• Interfaces: what is needed for each of the 

puzzle pieces to work together 
(commercially, technically and legally)

• Accommodate suitable pre-existing 
project management / on-site practices 
(e.g. general terms), and align key 
procedures in multi-contract projects 

• Draft contracts (including appendices) 
in a clear and unambiguous manner

HOW?
Suitable combination of 
leadership for helicopter 

perspective and 
operational team for 

execution perspective 
involved in negotiating 
each of the respective 

contracts



Contract management
› Accommodating requirements imposed on the project by the 

contract: not accommodating the requirements of the contract leads 
to a breach of contract, which is the first step towards a dispute

› Contract management: make sure you are aware of the content of the 
contract and act accordingly
– “Mind the gap” between teams: securing the information flow from the 

negotiation team to the execution team, and continuing between site / project 
management / legal / commercial teams during execution

– Actively manage the contract: the ways of working in the execution phase 
often do not support claims management and dispute resolution – importance 
of e.g. a proper paper trail and appropriate communication

– Big picture: there is no such thing as purely technical / commercial / legal 
issues – if you have a technical issue, solving it usually takes time and money. 
The question that follows is: who is responsible for the time, and who will pay 
the cost? Those are legal and commercial questions.

› A contract manager does not need to be a lawyer, but it needs to be 
someone who isn’t afraid of lawyers

› A contract management practice can also be embedded to be a part 
of daily procurement/project management ways of working (without 
forgetting e.g. appropriate KPIs to measure and follow up)
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Claims management
› Complexity of the context and mismatch in perceptions on respective sides of the 

contract are often common factors in issues that escalate into disputes
– “Technical”, “commercial” and “legal” issues are not isolated: need to understand big 

picture in order to evaluate what would constitute a reasonable compromise
– The purpose of a claims management process in the contract is to target and mitigate 

risks related to contentious practices that are often encountered in disputes

1. Strict timeline for making claims mitigates the risk of a long backlog 
– The target is to keep the table clean during the project and avoid a “snowball effect” –

both in terms of backtracking complex domino effects in substance and difficulties related 
to a massive claim load in general

– Especially delay scenarios can lead to difficult backtracking exercises, where various root 
causes have concurrent impacts on events that are hard to distinguish retrospectively

2. Substantiation requirement mitigates the risk of mismatch in information
– Usually it is the legitimate interest of both parties to resolve a claim amicably: disputes 

arise from the sensation that a claim of the other party is unfounded
– The better prepared (and more substantiated) the claim is, the easier it is to resolve

› No claims management process however suffices alone – which underlines the 
importance of accommodating the needs of the project and the contract proactively 
before signing and during execution (i.e. before the claim actually arises)
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Keep in mind

Dispute triggers to stay alert on

Unexpected delay and cost are 
main triggers for disputes – the more 

these can be avoided, the less 
exposed the project will be to 

disputes. Avoiding disputes by 
avoiding unexpected time and cost is 
a win-win, and worth the extra effort 
being put in mitigation measures in 

different stages of the project.

Make sure that all correspondence, 
materials and memorandums are 

properly reviewed, archived and 
accessible. Relevant material for 
claims management often have a 
long backtrack, and being able to 

produce and locate relevant material 
is often helpful in preventing the 

issue from evolving into a dispute. 

Keep in mind that most claims do 
not evolve into disputes unless there 

are other factors influencing the 
parties relationship that prevent 

the issue from being resolved 
amicably. Be diplomatic and concise 
in your communications and make 
sure you are aware of the content of 

the contract before acting on it.

Diplomacy Paperwork Costs
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Questions?
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